
Comments for Licensing Application 19/02112/LAPREM

Application Summary

Application Number: 19/02112/LAPREM

Address: R02 To R03 Central Square South Building Gunwharf Quays Portsmouth PO1 3TW

Proposal: Premises Licence

Case Officer: Ms Debra Robson

Customer Details

Name: Mr Neil Fryatt

Address: 38 Anson Court The Canalside, Gunwharf Quays, Portsmouth PO1 3BG

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:9:55 AM on 18 Apr 2019 I write to strongly OBJECT to the new premises licence

application by The Alchemist which is proposed to be situated at Canalside, Gunwharf Quays.

The addition of another late night venue immediately opposite the residential area at GWQ will

only escalate further the noise and anti-social behaviour that residents have increasingly been

subjected to over many years.

The effect of this licence being granted will be to increase further the late night / early morning

footfall of revellers moving between one drinks venue and another until close and often much later.

Much of the disturbance to residents peace and quiet is due to the inability of late night operators

in controlling noise and music escaping from their venues via opening and closing doors, revellers

smoking and congregating in groups outside the venues on the Canalside area and the dispersal

of revellers from the area when they are ushered off the premises at close down.

The Smoking and Dispersal policies of this application will not resolve or control the noise or anti-

social behaviour of customers once they are outside the Alchemist premises.

The siting of late night venues along this area is completely incompatible in such close proximity to

the residential area. Late night venues by their very nature create loud music, crowd noise, alcohol

led issues, noise disturbances and anti social behaviour. As a result of such activities we residents

suffer disturbed sleep on a regular basis.

If the granting of late night licences continues along Canalside this area will become increasingly

noisy and not dis-similar to those parts of the city once infamous for public disorder and anti-social
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behaviour.

The GWQ Commercial operator LandSec should show appropriate consideration regarding the

residents right to peace and quiet without disturbance to sleep by not burdening further the

residential area with yet another late night venue.


